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VIKING DIRT MEDIUM TANK BAG INSTRUCTIONS
Parts
Enduro Tank Bag
Front harness (consisting of a strap, a short elastic keeper and buckles).
Rear harness (consisting of a 2 straps, a longer elastic keeper and buckles)

Fig (A)

Fig (B)

Instructions
Step 1
Setting up the front harness: Detach one of the buckles and pull out the mounting strap from the keeper. Place the
harness on top of the tank. Once free, pass the free end of the mounting strap under the frame, behind the steering as
shown in the image. Then pass the free end through the keeper and attach back the buckle.

Fig (C)

Fig (D)

Step 2
Setting up the rear harness. Detach the buckle from the two straps and remove
the keeper. Now take a strap and run it around a frame column so it forms a
loop and pass the cut end of the strap through the D-ring and pull it to tighten.

Fig (E)
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Step 3
Pass the cut end of the strap through the ring in the keeper and then reattach the buckle. Repeat the same process for
the other side using the other strap.
Step 4
Once in place, the whole setup should look as shown in the image.

Fig (F)
Step 5
Attach the male buckle parts to the female buckle parts attached to the Tank
bag and pull straps to tighten.

Fig G)

Note
Excess straps may be cut off but leave at least four inches of excess straps for adjustment.

Warnings
✓ Riding with improperly installed equipment can be potentially hazardous.
✓ Sporadically check for shifting of the bag and verify that no part of the mounting system is interfering with any
part of the motorcycle while riding. This includes the drive train, suspension, brakes or wheels.
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